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1. Let K be a compact set in the complex plane C. In 1951 Mergelyan proved

that if C\K is connected, any continuous function on K analytic on the interior K°

of K is uniformly approximable by polynomials in z. More generally, he later

showed that if C\K has finitely many components, such functions are uniformly

approximable by rational functions [M].

Following a functional analytic approach due to Bishop [B 3] of comparing the

spaces of measures orthogonal to the two function algebras involved, the first of

these results was derived in [G1W] via results valid for dirichlet algebras from a

classical result of Walsh [Wa 1] and a well-known result of Bishop [B 2]. Since

not only dirichlet algebras are involved in the second result of Mergelyan, the

same approach was not then applicable.

Recently, however, one of the dirichlet algebra results used in [G1W], the

abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem, was extended to its proper setting by P. R. Ahern

[A] ; this provided the origin for the present paper, which began as an attempt to

obtain the more general Mergelyan result by the approach of [G1W]. In the special

case in which the components of C\K have disjoint closures this is easily done(2),

but in general this requires answering some related questions, and leads to the

interesting question of determining the dimension of the space of real measures on

8K orthogonal to all rational functions with poles off K. The answer to this

question has quite recently been obtained by P. R. Ahern and Donald Sarason

[AS 2] as a consequence of their earlier study of H" spaces for hypo-dirichlet (and

slightly more general) algebras [AS 1], which had already given the Mergelyan

result.

The main portion of this paper, §3, is devoted to an alternative proof of this

result of Ahern and Sarason, and some extensions. We shall make use of two

results of [AS 2] (Lemmas 1-3), both facts about harmonic measures resulting

from the topology, independent of [AS 1] and also easily accessible; in general,

however, our approach is quite different, depending more on the actual setting in

the complex plane, and somewhat less on the global finite dimensionality of the

real orthogonal measures implicit in the hypo-dirichlet situation, so that we obtain
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some extensions to the case in which C\K has infinitely many components. These

are very special, however, and in particular, our strongest results give more a

means of constructing such AT with the continuous analytic functions on Ä" approxi-

mate by rational functions than a delineation of a specific class of sets for which

such rational approximation holds (cf. (3.14), (3.15), and (3.19)).

§2 is devoted to the central notion of dominant representing measures, and

gives an alternate proof of Ahern's F. and M. Riesz theorem and an extension of a

result of Hoffman and Wermer crucial for all that follows, along with various

corollaries. §4 is concerned with the application of results of the preceding section

to interpolation, while the final section gives an illustration of the use of various

preparatory results in obtaining approximation within the uniform closure on K of

the rational functions with poles off K.

The author is indebted to Maynard G. Arsove for suggesting the proof of a key

fact (Lemma 3.9) concerning harmonic measures, to John Wermer for pointing

out some early errors, and to G. and L. Lumer, J. Ryffand W. B. Woolf for several

helpful conversations. Our debt to [AS 2] will be clear.

In what follows fp. will denote the usual product of a function/and a measure p.,

and, when convenient, p(f) the integral ¡fdp. For two nonnegative measures p.

and A, /¿«A will denote the absolute continuity of p. with respect to A. For a set F,

pF is the restriction of p to F, and Xf is its characteristic function.

Whenever a function algebra A is being viewed as a subalgebra of C(X) for a

particular X, A1 will denote the space of complex measures on that X orthogonal

to A.

Finally, for want of a better term, we shall call a bounded domain U in C

nicely connected if it is simply connected and the (nontangential) boundary value

extension of the Riemann map of \z\ < 1 onto U is 1-1 on all but a subset of measure

zero of the unit circle.

2. Dominant representing measures. Let A' be a compact Hausdorff space, and

A a closed separating subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants. For </> e Tt = TtA,

the space of multiplicative linear functionals on A (or spectrum of A), let

M $ = M ¿(A) denote the (weak* compact, convex) set of all probability measures A

on X representing <f> :

</>(/) = ¡fidX = X(f),      feA.

Mq is nonvoid [We 3], and as a consequence Re </>(f) = ¡ RefdX is an (order

preserving) function of Re / alone. This allows us to state the following (essentially

familiar) consequence of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems,

which will be fundamental to our arguments.

Lemma 2.1. For u e CR(X),

(2.1) sup {Re </>(/) : fe A, Re/ è u} = inf{X(u) : X e M0}.
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Proof. With / and u as above, Re </>(f) = f RefdX S J u dX for any A in M^, so

the left side of (2.1) is bounded by the right. On the other hand, Re/->- Re </>(f)

is a nonnegative linear functional, and by a version [D] of the Hahn-Banach

theorem has an order-preserving extension to CR(X) with precisely the left side of

(2.1) as its value at u.

But this extension is represented by a nonnegative measure A on X, which must

be a probability measure representing </> on A since A(Re/) = Re <f>(f), feA, and

this implies A(l) = 1 and X(f) = tf>(f),fe A. So A e M0 and X(u) is precisely the left

side of (2.1), showing (2.1) holds.

Definition 2.2. We call A g M$ dominant (or a dominant representing measure

for </>) if M$^LX(X); X is strongly dominant if there is a constant kfor which

X' S kX,   all X' e Mà.

Ahern's extension of the abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem (previously known

when M<p was a singleton) is to the case in which Mé has a dominant representing

measure. His result is basic to what we shall do, and we shall give a proof of the

result (Theorem 2.4) based on (2.1). First, however, some remarks on dominant

representing measures are in order.

Remarks. (2.3a). A dominant representing measure for Mé clearly exists when

M^ contains a norm dense sequence {Xn}, e.g., 2f 2~nXn = X is easily seen to be

dominant. And when X is metrizable M0 must be norm separable if a dominant

representing measure A exists since LX(X) is then itself norm separable.

(2.3b). More generally, a dominant X exists whenever M^ is contained in Lx(p)

for any measure p. This follows from a simple exhaustion argument, as follows.

Let px be the absolutely continuous component of p relative to A g Mé, and set

C=sup {\px\ : X g M^¡. Choose Xn so that \\pÁJ -> C, and then set A = 2? 2-"An,

so clearly ||/¿A¡| = C. If M^<^LX(X) we have a A' in M¿ and E<=X with A(F)=0,

A'(F)>0 whence p(E)>0 and clearly ||/x(A + V)/2|| > C, our contradiction.

(2.3c). The difference of two elements of Mé is a real measure orthogonal to A,

and thus if the space of such real measures is norm separable, dominant representing

measures exist for every </> e W. In particular, this is the case if (Re A)1, which

amounts to the complex span of the real measures on X orthogonal to A, is finite

dimensional. And in that case, strongly dominant measures exist. In fact, a strongly

dominant A e M^ exists whenever M^ can be realized as a bounded convex body

in some normed space. For if A is interior to M^ in that realization, since M„, is

bounded one has X+E(X — M!t)^Mt¡> for a sufficiently small e>0, whence (l+s)A

-£A'èOforall A'in M0.

(2.4). The principal consequence of the existence of a dominant representing

measure is Ahern's F. and M. Riesz theorem [A], which follows from the following

lemma, inspired in part by the approach of Forelli [F].

Lemma 2.5 (Ahern [A]). Suppose X is a dominant representing measure for <f>,
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and E is a o-compact set of X-measure zero. Then there is a sequence {gn} in the unit

ball of A with g„^-0 pointwise on E and gn -*■ 1 a.e. X.

Proof. Let K be a compact subset of E, and n a positive integer. Because K is

compact and A is regular, and XK=0, we can find a sequence {uk} in CB(X) with

(i) -núukíO,

(ii) uk= —n on K,

(iii) X(uk) -+ 0.

Indeed we can clearly take {uk} nondecreasing, replacing uk by sup {u¡ : j^k}.

Since {uk} is monotonie, (iii) implies uk -> 0 a.e. A, and since A is dominant,

A'("k)->-0 for each A' in M0 by monotone convergence. But now fk(X') = X'(uk)

defines a sequence {fk} in C(M0), where M0 is given the weak* topology, andfk / 0

pointwise on the compact space M0. By Dini's theorem convergence is uniform,

and for k sufficiently large

-l/n < inf{A'("jc) : X' e M$}

and by (2.1) there is an /in A with

Ref^ukS0,       -l/n<Re</>(f).

In particular RefS — n on K by (ii), so that \ef\=ene r^l everywhere and

árn on K, while \</>(ef)\ = \e'Hn\=eTlem)>e-lln. With i=sgn </>(er), we thus have

an element g = i ef in the unit ball of A with l^</>(g)>e~lln and | g | ^ e " " on /f.

Now £ is the union of an increasing sequence Kn of compacta, and applying the

preceding argument to n and K=Kn we obtain a gn in the unit ball of A with

\gn\^e-n on /s:n(sogn^0 on £) and 1^0(gn)>e-1/n. Since

0 ̂  J"|l -gn\2 dX = 1 + J|gn|2 ¿A-2 Re J&, ¿A

= l + J|gn|2i/A-2Re^(gn) ^ 1 + 1-2 Re<j>(gn)^0,

we have gn ->■ 1 in L2(A); passing to a subsequence, gn -> 1 a.e. A, as desired, and

our proof is complete.

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5 we have Ahern's F. and M. Riesz

theorem.

Theorem 2.6 [A]. Let p e A1 and let X be a dominant representing measure for

</> e 90Í. Let /¿A andp'K be the absolutely continuous and singular components of p with

respect to X. Then ph and p'A are orthogonal to A.

For the proof we need only note that p'A is carried by a tr-compact set E of A-

measure zero, so that if {gn} is the sequence in the unit ball of A we obtain from

(2.5) then \\gnp-pK\\ = \\gnp\+gnH-'\-p\\\ ->-0 by dominated convergence; since

gnpe A1 for each n, ph e Ax, whence p'K=p—pK e A1.
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In [G] Gleason introduced the notion of a "part" of 90? as an equivalence class

in 9JÎ under the equivalence relation that </>x~<¡>2 if |<£i-<£2||a.<2 (where the

functional norm is intended). An equivalent [H 1, 7.5] definition of this relation is

that </>x~<f>2 iff gn(<j>x) -* 1 whenever gn(</>2) -* I, and vice versa, for any sequence

{ft} in the unit ball of A. This yields the next consequence of 2.5.

Corollary 2.7. If </> has a dominant representing measure X then any <f>x in the

same Gleason part has a dominant representing measure equivalent to (i.e., mutually

absolutely continuous with) X.

Let Aj g Mól and let F be a compact set with A(F) = 0. By 2.5 we have a sequence

{ft} in the unit ball of A with gn -> 0 on E and gn -*■ 1 a.e. A, so that gn(<f>) ->-1.

Thus Xx(gn)=gn(<f>x) -> 1, and since lim sup |Ai(ft)| S l — Xx(E), we conclude that

Ai(F)=0, and therefore that A^A. As noted in (2.3b), M^ ^LX(X) implies </>x has

a dominant representing measure Xx, and of course Ai«A. By symmetry A«Aj,

and we are done.

If </>x, </>2eTl have representing measures Ai, A2 which are not mutually singular,

then ||<£i —(^¡¿.iS || Aj — A2| <2, so that <j>x~</>2. Thus any two dominant representing

measures are either equivalent or mutually singular, depending on whether the

corresponding homomorphisms are in the same or distinct parts.

Definitions. (1) A measure a orthogonal to A is completely singular if \<j\ and

each representing measure are mutually singular.

(2) For convenience we call a part trivial if it consists of a peak point.

We of course have a dominant representing measure for such a point, but no

nonzero orthogonal measures are absolutely continuous with respect to the

dominant one, and for this reason trivial parts need not appear in our next result,

which follows exactly as in [G1W] by virtue of 2.6.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose each nontrivial part Fv of 9JI contains an element with a

dominant representing measure Av. Then for any p in A1 we have

(2.2) p = 2 h-K + °,
V

where a is a completely singular orthogonal measure, pK is the absolutely continuous

part ofp relative to Av, the summands on the right are mutually singular and orthogonal

to A, and the (actually countable) sum converges in norm.

Setting Aiv = {pK : peA1}, which coincides with {peA1 : p«Xv} by 2.6, and

can be viewed as a closed subspace of F1(AV), we can write (2.2) as

(2.3) Ai = 2< + S,
V

where 5 is the closed space of completely singular orthogonal measures and the

first summand represents all norm convergent series. In order to further identify
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the components Ai we need strongly dominant representing measures (cf. (2.2))

to obtain the following extension of a result(3) of Hoffman and Wermer [We 5].

First we recall the

Definition. HP(X) = HP(A, X) denotes the closure in LP(X), p<oo, of A, and

HX(X)=LX(X) n 772(A). Finally Hg(X)={fe HP(X) : f fdX = 0}.

Theorem 2.9. Suppose X is a strongly dominant representing measure for </>, and

h eL°°(A) n H2(X) = HC0(A). Then there is a sequence {/„} in A with ||/B|| á \\h\\x,

which converges to h a.e. A.

Thus h e Lœ(A) n H2(X) implies h lies in the weak* closure of A in L°°(A).

Proof (following [We 5]). Let {gn} be a sequence in A converging to h in L2(A).

Replacing {gn} by a subsequence we can assume g„ -> h a.e. A, and without loss of

generality we can assume ||A||co = 1-

Let En = {xeX: |gn(*)| = !}• We assert that j", log \gn\ dX -> 0. Indeed for

e>0 if Gn = {x e X : \gn(x)\ ̂ l+e} then X(Gn) -> 6 and

r logi^nií/a^ r igB|i/Àg r \gn-h\+\h\dx
JGn JGn JGn

Í ||g„-«||2-l+A(G„)^0.

So Jg log \gn\ dX<£ for n large, and

f   log\gn\dX^  f    +  f        <£+log(l+e)

since |g„| < 1 +e off (?„. Our assertion is now clear.

Now w„=-log+ |gn|eCB(A') vanishes off En, un^0, and 0^e„ = - J* un dX

= Jlog+ \gn\ dX = $En log \gn\ i/A->0. Since A is strongly dominant kX^X' for all

A' in M0, whence

0> jundX'^^undX= -ef

un being nonpositive. So

inf{A'(«„): X'eM0}^ -ejk

and by (2.1) we have an nn in A with Renn^w„i=0, and Re^(nn)> -ejk—l/n.

Thus \eh*\é Land in fact \gnehn\ = \gn\ eRe h* <, \gn\ g-***!»»" ̂  1 while l^|#e*»)l

= eRe *(A„)>e-£„/fc-i/n which tends to 1 as n -> oo. So if we set

h'n = eh"-sgH </>(eh")

we obtain a sequence {h'n} in the unit ball of A with nn -> 1 a.e. A, exactly as in the

last part of the proof of 2.5, and |g„«ñ| = 1- Now we need only set fn=gnh'n to get

our sequence {/„} in A with ||/n|| ^ |¡n||„,/, -> h a.e. X.

(3) The version of this result suggested (with no mention of strong dominance) in [Gl 2]

is erroneous.
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Finally, by dominated convergence /„ ->- A weak* in F°°(A), completing our

proof.

We can now identify A{ when A is strongly dominant. Recall first that (Re A)1,

the measures on X orthogonal to Re A, is spanned by real measures, which, since

Re A=lm A, are orthogonal to A. Thus (Re A)1 is just the complex span of the

real measures in A1. We again set (Re A)i = {p.ll. : p e (Re A)1}, which is the span

in Z-i(A)- A of its real elements orthogonal to A.

Corollary 2.10. If X is strongly dominant representing measure for <f> then A{ is

the closure in the measure norm of (Re Aft + tp'^Q)- A. 7« particular, if (Re A){ is

finite dimensional,

Ai = (Re/Oi + tt-WA)- = (RcA)i + H0\X).X.

In order to prove 2.10 we need an observation on F2(A). As is easily seen A is

multiplicative on 772(A) (by Schwartz, (/, g) ->} fg dX extends continuously from

A x A to H2 x A to H2 x H2); so we have 7702(A) = {/g 772(A) : ¡fdX = 0} orthogonal

in F2(A) to

H*(T):feH§(\),       geH2(X)

imply ( fg dX = 0. Moreover a standard elementary argument shows H$(X) is the

closure of <£_1(0) in L"(X). Thus we have the orthogonal decomposition

F2(A) = 772(A) © HÛX) © E,

where F is orthogonal to

A+^HO) = A + I,

hence to Re A : so E lies in the span of the real elements of 7_2(A) orthogonal to A,

and clearly coincides with that span. Now we may write, with obvious but clumsy

notation

(2.4) L2(X) = H2(X) © HEX) © (Re A)i

To proceed to the proof of 2.10, we have Ai =>(Re A)i + </>~1(0)X clearly, so we

need only see any A in F"(A) orthogonal to the smaller set is orthogonal to Ai.

But such an A lies in F2(A) and in terms of L2 orthogonality h is orthogonal to

(Re^)¿4-^_1(0), so A is orthogonal to (RcA)i-+tp'-1(0)-X, hence lies in

H2(X) by (2.4). So by 2.9 we have {/„} in A converging weak* to A in L°°(A), and

thus for any p in Ai<=Lx(X)-X, 0 = | fndp-+ J" 6 dp, and h±Ai as desired.

For the final assertion of 2.10 we need only note that by [D, p. 14] (Re A)i

+ (cf>-x(0)X)- is closed, while He(X) = (<p-1(0)X)- as we noted earlier.

We shall want to apply the preceding results to the following question. Suppose

we have two subalgebras A e B of C(X) for which 971^ = 5WS. Under what conditions

can we assert A=B1 We are of course limited to those situations in which dominant

or strongly dominant representing measures exist, and in the actual cases we

consider no completely singular measures exist. One case to which our results

apply can be summed up as follows.
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Corollary 2.11. Suppose A<=B<^ C(X) have the same space Wl of multiplicative

linear functionals and (ReA)1 = (ReB)1 is finite dimensional. Then if A has no

completely singular orthogonal measures, A = B.

We could alternatively assume the defects in CR(X) of (Re A)~ and (Re B)~

be finite and equal, and more generally that the completely singular orthogonal

measures for A and B simply coincide—but we have no application of this sort in

mind. In order to see 2.11 note that for every multiplicative measure Xx on A the

corresponding homomorphism arises from one of B by hypothesis, represented on

B^> A by a measure A2 multiplicative on B. So Xx — X2e (Re ^4)i = (Re B)L, and Xx

is multiplicative on B as well. Thus the multiplicative measures for the two algebras

coincide.

Since (Re /4)1 = (Re B)1 is finite dimensional, strongly dominant measures exist

by (2.3c), and these clearly coincide for both algebras by their definition. Since

parts in 9JlA = 5DlB for each algebra are determined by the equivalence or mutual

singularity of dominant representing measures (2.7 and below), the parts coincide

for both algebras (a fact which can be seen in various other ways). Moreover, a

completely singular measure orthogonal to B is orthogonal to A, so must vanish.

Thus, we have a collection {Av} of strongly dominant representing measures, one

for each part, and by Theorem 2.8 and (2.3) A1 = '2Aiv, Bx = ~2 BK. Hence, by

Hahn-Banach we need only see A{ = Bi for each strongly dominant A to complete

our proof.

Now (2.4) applies to each algebra :

L2(A) = H2(A, A) © Hi(A, X) © (Re Aft

= H2(B, X) © Hi(B, X) © (Re B){-,

and since

A^B,   H\A, A) c H2(B, A),    Hg(A, X) c H$(B, A);

and (Re A^tRe By as well since (Re A)i-X=(ReAy n L2(X)-X=(Re B)L n

L2(X) ■ X = (Re B)2 ■ X. So we have equality in each case, in particular

(2.6) H2(A, X) = H2(B, A).

We have B1<=A\ so Bi<=Ai (<=LX(X)-X). To see we have equality, let heLm(X)

be orthogonal to Bi. Then h is orthogonal to (Hg(B, A) + (Re B)%) • A c B{, hence

by (2.5) h e H2(B, A). But by (2.6) h e H2(A, A), and so by Theorem 2.9 we have h

in the weak* closure of A in L'°(X); thus h±A{- and A{^B{; so A{ = B{-. As we

saw this completes our proof.

The main part of this argument applies more generally.

Corollary 2.12. Let A^Bbe closed subalgebras ofC(X) and let X be a measure

multiplicative on B which is strongly dominant for the induced functional on A. Then

Ai=Bi iff H2(A, X) = H2(B, X) (or equivalently by (2.5), iff (Re A)i = (Re B)ï in

the notation used there).
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Suppose the H2 spaces coincide. We have Bi<=A{, and if A gF°°(A) is orthogonal

to Bi we obtain A g H2(B, X) as before. (This uses the muftiplicativity of A on B;

otherwise the decomposition in (2.5) need not be orthogonal.) Since then

A g H2(A, X) we again conclude that h±Ai as in the previous proof. So Ai = B£.

Conversely, if Ai = Bi their intersections with F2(A) • A coincide, so that H2(A, X)

+ (Re A)Ï = H$(B, A) 4-(Re B)ï, whence H2(A, X) = H2(B, A) by (2.5).

Corollary 2.13. Suppose A^Bas before, and share the same set of multiplicative

measures. Suppose moreover that on A distinct multiplicative measures induce

distinct functionals (so M^ is a singleton for each </>eW, or representing measures

are "unique"). Then 2^a = 2-#a in the notation of (2.3), and A = B if the com-

pletely singular orthogonal measures for the two algebras coincide.

Each multiplicative measure A is of course strongly dominant for the corre-

sponding homomorphism <f> on A or B, so that (2.3) holds. And as is well known

[L, HI], uniqueness of the representing measure A for </> implies

F2(A) = H2(A, X) © SKÄJ)

= H2(B,X)@HS(B,X)

so that H2(A, X) = H2(B, A). So by 2.12, Ai = Bi, yielding our first assertion; the

second follows from 2.8.

We should note a related consequence of the preceding.

Corollary 2.14. Let Abe a closed subalgebra of C(X) and suppose that in each

nontrivial part we have some </> with a strongly dominant representing measure X,

with A the collection of all such X. Suppose there are no completely singular orthogonal

measures. Then

A = {fe C(X) : fe H2(X) for all A in A}.

The right side is an algebra (by 2.9, or directly) containing A, but all we need

note is that if one of its elements/is not in A there is a ¡i in A1, hence one in Ai

for some A g A, not orthogonal to/ Since fe H2(X) n L°°(X) = H'°(X), by 2.9

an -^/weak* for some sequence {an} in A, so p(f ) = \im p(an) = 0.

We should note that 7Yœ(A) (or the set in 2.14) is always an algebra. For/G Hœ(X)

implies Af^H2(X), whence /• 7/2(A)c 772(A) since/is bounded, so

fHx c 772nL°° = 77".

3. Rational approximation in the plane. Let K be a compact subset in the com-

plex plane C, and let R(K) denote the closure in C(K) of the rational functions

with poles off K, A(K) the larger closed subalgebra of C(K) of functions analytic

on K°, the interior of K. For each of these algebras evaluation at the elements of

K provides the elements of SDc. [Ar], and we may identify 9JÎ and K. And in each
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case 8K, the topological boundary, provides the Silov boundary of the algebra,

which we shall always take as the X of §2. It will be convenient to speak sometimes

of R(K) and A(K) as subalgebras of C(8K) (meaning of course the isomorphic

algebras of restrictions), and in this section we shall always consider orthogonal

measures carried only by dK. We shall consider A" as a subset of the Riemann

sphere 5 so that the point at infinity will play no special rôle, but we shall always

want it to lie outside K.

Fundamental to our considerations will be a theorem of Walsh [Wa 1] which

can be stated on 5 as follows : if U is a nonvoid connected open subset of 5 and

K=S\U, then R(K), as an algebra on dK, is dirichlet(4). This implies [We 3] that

each z e dKis a peak point for some/in R(K) (so, by definition, dA"is the minimal

boundary [B 2] for R(K)). Thus if A" is a compact proper subset of 5 whose boundary

is just the union of the boundaries of the components of S\K, then each z in dK

is a peak point for R(K), hence for A(K), so 8K is the minimal boundary for A(K).

In all that follows we shall consider only K for which dK is the minimal boundary

for A(K), in particular those for which S\K has finitely many components.

The fact that dK is the minimal boundary for A(K) implies(5) [T] that any con-

tinuous function/on dK has a continuous extension/to K harmonic on Ä"0 (i.e.,

the dirichlet problem is solvable). This allows a simple definition of harmonic

measures, and a brief introduction of these is perhaps in order. The map /->/ of

CR(dK) into continuous (real-valued) harmonic functions is of course order

preserving, so for zeK, f->f(z) is a nonnegative linear functional, 1 at 1 ; the

corresponding (unique) probability measure Xz (=82 if z e dK) on dK is the

harmonic measure for z, and as is easily seen, is carried (for z e K°) by the boundary

of the component of K° containing z (take fe CR(dK) peaking on that part of

dK). Each Xz is a multiplicative measure on A(K), since/(z) = J" fdXz for fe A(K),

f being continuous and harmonic. Moreover z -> Xz is weak* continuous (as a

map into CR(dK)*) since each/e C(K).

Because of this continuity if p is any measure carried by K we can form the

measure on dK given by the weak* convergent integral

(3.1) jx,p(dz);

doing so is "sweeping the measure p to 8K ", and we have the swept measure (3.1)

and p agreeing on A(K), since J f(z) dp = J Xz(f)p(dz),fe A(K). One use of sweep-

ing is to see that

3.1. If we wish to show the real measures p on dK orthogonal to R(K) have an at

most n-dimensional span we need only prove this for some sequence {Kv} of larger

compacta which decrease to K.

C) I.e., Re R(K) is dense in CR(SK). A more direct "functional analytic" proof of Walsh's

theorem is the content of the first three lemmas of [C].

(5) We shall require a minimal acquaintance with basic facts concerning harmonic functions,

as covered for example in pp. 1-11 of [T].
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For if A2 is the harmonic measure for z relative to Kv then pv = j X\p(dz) is a real

measure on 8Ky orthogonal to R(KV), and pv^~ p weak* since any weak* cluster

point of Xl will be a measure on 8K representing z on rational functions, hence

coinciding with S2 (since dK is assumed the minimal boundary of A(K)). So

XI -»■ S2 weak*, whence pv-^ p weak* by dominated convergence. Thus if the

span of the swept measures pv on dKv is at most «-dimensional for each v, the same

is true of the span of the p.

Two other properties of harmonic measures will be useful. First z —> A2 is norm

continuous on K°. This is evident if AT is a closed disc D (where harmonic measure

is the Poisson kernel multiplying Lebesgue measure on the boundary), and if D is

a closed disc in K° then for z in D sweeping Af out to dK yields A2: A2 = J XwX°(dw).

So if ||A?-A?|| <e, ||Ag- VII = Il j Xw(X°-X°,)(dw)\\<E. The final fact we need can

also be obtained by sweeping (several) Af out to dK: if zx, z2 lie in the same com-

ponent of K°, A2i and A2¡¡ are boundedly equivalent measures (i.e., with bounded

Radon-Nikodym derivatives).

As indicated earlier, our attack on Mergelyan's rational approximation theorem

using the results of §2 follows from an evaluation of the defect, in CR(dK), of

(Re R(K))~, and of (Re A(K))~, or alternatively of the dimensions of the spans of

the real orthogonal measures carried by dK. For convenience we shall call the defect

of (Re R(K)) ~ the rational defect, and use analytic defect when the algebra is

A(K). The determination of the rational defect when S\K has finitely many com-

ponents will be one of the main results of this section, reproducing the Ahern-

Sarason result in Theorem 3.13: the defect is the sum of the connectivities of the

components of K°. However we feel the main interest in our proof, which is long

and involved, lies more in further applications of the methods used; consequently

we have interposed many remarks only needed after 3.13, and the reader might be

well advised to eliminate certain portions of the text on first reading. Thus one can

arrive at the Ahern-Sarason result by reading only Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, the first

part of Lemma 3.6, and then 3.9 through 3.13 (omitting all parenthetical remarks as

well).

When S\K has « 4-1 components H0,..., Hn a second theorem of Walsh [Wa 2]

shows the rational defect is at most « (the first cited theorem corresponds to the

case «=0), so that strongly dominant representing measures exist for either algebra

and each zeK (2.3c). When the 7/¡ have disjoint boundaries F¡ the characteristic

functions XPl,..., XFn are independent elements of CR(dK) not approximable by(6)

(6) If fe A(K) and Re/approximates xfx well, then/(TO lies in two disjoint vertical strips

about Re z = 0, Re z= 1, and applying to fan analytic function =0 on the left strip and = 1 on

the right we obtain an element g in A(K) which has g\BK=XFr But then g(K) = {0, 1}, and g

provides a separation K=A w B of K where g(A)=\, g(B) = 0, and F1^A. It is easy to see

dA = F1 = 8Hu and since each z e S77i has a neighborhood lying wholly within A <~> 77i we can

extend g to Kx = K u H1 by setting g = 1 on 77i to obtain g e A(KX) which is = 0 on dKx = Uí * i F¡,

and yet is nonzero. (We can. also see the analytic defect is at least n by exhibiting n real

independent orthogonal measures, as in 3.13 below.)
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Re A(K). Thus the analytic defect is at least n, whence both defects coincide,

(Re R(K))1 = (Re A(K))1, and 2.11 applies once we see (in 3.6) there are no

completely singular orthogonal measures.

Actually the first cited theorem of Walsh will suffice for our purposes, because

of the following lemma which allows us to combine certain dirichlet algebras.

Besides later utility it also has applicability to subalgebras of A(K) other than R(K).

Lemma 3.2. Suppose K=K0 n Kx, and we are given closed subalgebras A¡ of

C(Kt) with Silov boundaries di = dKi, i=0, I for which each f in A¡ is analytic on

Ki\d¡. Suppose A0 is dirichlet on d0, while (Re AX)L (on dx) is n-dimensional, and dx

lies on one component U of the interior of K0. Then if A is the closed subalgebra of

C(K) generated by A0 and Ax, d = d0\J dx is the Silov boundary of A and

(i) (Re Ay (on d of course) is at most (n+ l)-dimensional(7).

(ii) For p e (Re A)1, /x?o is absolutely continuous with respect to X!¡, for any z e U.

[The same sort of argument works when 8t is a larger subset of A"¡. So, for ex-

ample, we could let K0 = KX = S, and let 80 and 8X be disjoint replicas of Wermer's

arc for which At = {fe C(S) : /analytic on 5\d¡} is dirichlet on di [We 1]. Then the

algebra A has an at most one-dimensional space of real orthogonal measures on

8 = d0 u 8X; replacing Ax by this algebra and introducing another arc 82 disjoint

from 80 u dx the argument applies again. So if 80,..., 8n are a pairwise disjoint

collection of such arcs the algebra we finally generate, and so that larger algebra of

/in C(S) analytic off d = {J?=0di, has an at most n-dimensional space of real

orthogonal measures on its Silov boundary (and one can easily see these are all

boundedly absolutely continuous with respect to the harmonic measure for S\d,

as in 3.13 below). Indeed the dimension is precisely n, as one can see as in footnote 6.

Finally, suppose d0, dx,..., dn are all interior to the unit disc D; then the algebra

A of feC(D) analytic on D°\(J"=o ^i has an (n+ l)-dimensional space of real

orthogonal measures.]

To begin the proof of 3.2, let vx,..., vn be the real measures on 8X spanning

(Re Axy, and let p be a real measure on 8 = 80 U 8X orthogonal to A. Let pl = pd..

Since 8Ki = 8h 3, carries the harmonic measure Ai of z g Kt relative to K¡. Sweeping

px to 80 we have p0 + j X°px(dz) a real measure on 80 orthogonal to A0 since

fe A0 c A implies p0(f) + J X°(f)px(dz) = p0(f) + J' f(z)px(dz) = (p0 + px)(f) = 0. Since
A0 is dirichlet on 80,

(3.2) p0 = -jx¡px(dz).

Similarly px + J Xlp0(dw) is a real measure on dx orthogonal to Ax, whence we have

real c¡ with

(3.3) px+   Xip0(dw) = - 2 <fri-

(7) Since (Re A)1 is spanned by real measures it is sufficient to show its real elements form

a real space of dimension gn + 1.
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Since dx cf/, A° = AJ7 for z e dx and thus (3.2) implies (ii), all measures A2, zeU,

being equivalent. If we let X denote the closed carrier of any of the equivalent

measures Ai!, z g 8x, then X<=8U<=8K0c8Q carries p0 by (3.2).

Combining (3.2) and (3.3)

(3.4) p0 = jjxUi(dz)p°(dw) + 2 Ci jx°Vi(dz),

or, setting r)w = ¡ A°Ai,(a"z), a probability measure on X, and <7¡ = J X°vt(dz), again a

measure on X,

(3.5) p0 = \r]wp0(dw)+2 Ci<Ji.
J j=i

Now set Tf(w) = r¡w(f), fe CR(X). This defines a nonnegative bounded linear

operator on CR(X) for which (3.5) says

(3.6) (I~T*)p0 = 2 Ciat.
i = i

As we observed w -*■ AJ, is strongly continuous on A"i, and since 30 is disjoint

from U=>8X=>8KX while dc¡<^KcKx, 0oc/£° so that w->- Ai, in particular is strongly

continuous on S0. This implies J takes the unit ball of CR(X) into an equicon-

tinuous set:

\f(w)-f(w')\ = iJA^/XAi-Ai,,)^)

Hence F is a compact operator.

Since Fl = 1, 1 is an eigenvalue of F; in fact the nullity of (7- T), and of (7— F)2,

is spanned by the constant function 1. To see this note that r¡w has carrier precisely

X so that if f(w) — -r¡w(f) for all win I for some/e CR(X), selecting w so as to

maximize/(w) shows/assumes this value on all of X. Again if (7—F)2/=0, (I—T)f

is a constant, so f(w) — r¡w(f) = c. If c>0, (respectively c<0) selecting w so that f(w)

is a minimum (respectively maximum) leads to a contradiction, so we conclude

c = 0 and have/a constant as before.

So 1 is a simple eigenvalue of T, and so, by the Riesz theory of compact operators

[RN], of F*. Thus we have a one-dimensional nullity for 7—F* and for (7—F*)2

= (I—T)2*, so that (I—T*) is invertible on the range of I—T*, and the space of

measures on X is the direct sum of the nullity and range [RN].

If (7—F*)ro=0, r0 t^O then since the space of measures on A'is the direct sum of

nullity and range, we have a real c0 for which p0 — c0t0 is in the range of I—T*,

and similarly real k¡ for which CTt—&¡t0 is in that range. By (3.6)

(7-F*K - (I-T*)(p.0-c0r0) = 2^

= 2 ci(CTi-^To)+(2 c^0t°
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and since all but the last term lie in the range of I—T* we conclude 2 c¡ki = 0, in

view of our direct sum. Applying the inverse 5 of the restriction of I—T* to its

range we have
n

MO "Co T0   =   2   C*T» T'  =   S(<Ti-£tTo)>
i = l

and so by (3.4)

Pi = -\Kpo(dw)-^civi

= ~2 cn xuT'(dw)-^¿ civ»
t=0        J i=l

so the span of t0 — J X^r^dw), t¿ —J" Xl,Ti(dw) — vi, i=l,..., n, contains (Re A)3-.

[Remark 3.3. One further consequence of this proof should be noted. We have

seen T* has a unique fixed point t0. On the other hand T* carries the set of prob-

ability measures on X into itself, so that some probability measure is a fixed point

(most simply by the Markov-Kakutani theorem [DS]). Thus we can take t0^0,

and the first of the above real orthogonal measures, =t0 on d0 and — J Xl,T0(dw)

on 8X, is 2:0 on 80 and ^0 on dx. This leads to some similarity between the situation

for certain R(K) and the familiar one when K is an annulus, as we shall note later

(cf. 3.13).]

3.4. In order to apply Lemma 3.2 to R(K) we make the following observations

which will reduce our considerations to connected K. Let F be a component of K.

Then

(a) the closure of R(K)\F in C(F) is R(F): for each component V of S\F meets

one of S\K, so R(K)\ F contains the function l/(z — v) for some ve V. But in order

to generate R(F) it is only necessary to use a pole at one element of each component

of S\F, so R(K)\Fis dense in R(F) as asserted. As a consequence

(b) R(F)X consists of the measures in R(K)1 carried by F, and (Re R(F))L consists

of those in (Re R(K))L carried by F.

The standard fact that we may apply a function analytic near the spectrum of an

element/of R(K) to/and obtain an element of R(K) yields forf(z) = z (which has

spectrum = K), the fact that we have a sequence {/„} of idempotents in R(K) which

tend pointwise to Xf. This shows the first part of

(c) ze F implies Mz is carried by F, and coincides with the set of measures on dF

representing z on R(F) (i.e., MZ(R(K)) = MZ(R(F))).

(The second assertion follows from the first and (a)). Another consequence of

the existence of {/,} is that no set of antisymmetry [Gl 1] meets Fand its comple-

ment ; since F is any component of K, and any extreme element of the unit ball of

R(K)L is carried by a set of antisymmetry [Gl 1], we have

(d) any extreme point of the unit ball of R(K)L is carried by some component of K.

And

(e) any extreme point p of the unit ball of (Re R(K)y is carried by some component

FofK, and so lies in (Re R(F))X.
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Indeed p is carried by a set of antisymmetry by just the argument of [Gl 1] since

for any/G R(K) real on the carrier of p we clearly have fp e (Re F(AT))1. The last

assertion follows from (b).

Now suppose we knew that for every connected K for which S\K has finitely

many components the dimension of (Re R(K))L is one less than the number of

components of 8K, and we are given a disconnected K. As is easily seen 8F is

connected for all components F of K except for a finite collection, Fx,..., Fk say,

and for those with 8Fconnected we can apply the known result (since Fis connected

and S\F has finitely many components) to conclude that (Re R(F))1 = 0. Thus the

p in (e) are each carried by one Ft, and we see that (Re R(K))1 = Jik=x (Re R(Fi))1,

and so has a (finite) dimension equal to 2f=i «i if 3F¡ has «¡4-1 components.

Now to see that (for K connected) (Re R(K))L has dimension « if 8K has «4-1

components we need only prove R(K) is dirichlet on 8K when 8K is connected.

This reduction to the case «=0 is obtained from 3.2 by induction, as follows.

Since K is connected each component V (of the finitely many) of S\K is simply

connected and has a connected boundary [N], and thus each component of 8K

is the boundary of a union of such V. Let B0,...,Bn denote the components of 8K,

U0, ■ ■., Un the corresponding unions of F's with 8Ui = B¡. If any B¡ does not

separate the remaining components of 8K (i.e., all others lie in one component of

S\Bi) we can apply 3.2 to K0 = S\Uh K^SWJ,*, V, (so K=KQ n Kx) and R(K0),

R(KX) since R(K0) is dirichlet on 8K0 = B¡ and (Re R^))1 has dimension « — 1 by

our induction hypothesis; and so (Re R(K))L has dimension Sn (and ^« by

footnote 6).

But some B¡ does not separate the others by a simple argument. If for example

Bi separates so that, say, Bi + X, Bi + 2,..., Bn lie in one component, with B0,..., 7?¡ _ i

in others then Bt,Bi+x,..., Bn lie in one component of S\Bi„x: for Bt_x lies in one

(simply connected) component Vof S\B¡ which does not meet Bi + X,..., Bn, or B¡,

so that the connected complement V contains Bi,Bi + x,..., Bn and must lie in one

component of 5\73j_i. So another choice of the separating 73¡ leads to a larger

number of B¡ in one component, and we can continue until we arrive at a non-

separating one.

In summary then

(f) once we see R(K) is dirichlet on 8K when K and dK are connected (and S\K

has finitely many components, of course) then whenever S\K has finitely many com-

ponents if Fx,..., Fk are the components of K with disconnected boundaries, while

8F¡ has «¡F 1 components, (Re Fc(Ti))1 6a5 dimension 2¡ = i n¡.

Our discussion also shows how Walsh's earlier theorem [Wa 1 ] (on sets Kwith S\K

connected, cited at the beginning of this section) implies directly that (Re F(AT))1

is finite dimensional (with K as above). Indeed we need only see this when K is

connected, and then components V of S\K are simply connected ; shrinking every

V slightly to a smaller simply connected V we can obtain a larger K, K, for which

the components of S\K have disjoint closures, while each R(S\ V) is dirichlet on
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8V=8(S\V) by Walsh's first result. As in the above argument we can then use

induction and Lemma 3.2 to see (Re R(K))L is finite dimensional, and 3.1 then

yields the same fact for K.

[(g) One final remark should be made on the special case in which Kis connected

and dK has components B0,...,Bn none of which separates the remainder: then

one has a basis ru..., t„ of (Re R(K))X with t¡^0 on Bh gO on (Jy#i Bj (anc^

nonvanishing on each such B}). Indeed using 5, as 80 in Remark 3.3 we obtain a

TjäO on Bi, gO elsewhere. To see the measures rx,..., t„ we obtain for / = 1,..., n

are independent we note that since rtJ_l,

2^(7?,)=   -r((fio)^0,
i=l

and that our result follows if we have strict inequality for every i: for then the

matrix (au), au = r¿B¡), i,j= 1,..., n, has au > 2/lM |ati| (i.e., t,^) > 2i#,,o - t,(5,)),

so that (atj) is nonsingular by the familiar Gerschgorin criterion [MM].

Now if Tt(B0) = 0 we have Xl(B0) = 0 for some z in 7?¡ since off Bu r¡ = — fB AJt¡(í/z)

as in 3.3 (where A* is harmonic measure for z relative to Kx as above, in the argu-

ment establishing (f)). But then Xl(B0) = 0 for all z in the component U of K°

containing B¡. If we let U¡ again be the union of the components of S\K with

boundary eg. then one component W¡ of S\Bjt indeed of S\Uf, contains the

remaining Bk by hypothesis, and by [N, p. 101, 8.2] W¡ n Wk is the component of

(S\Uf)\Uk (hence of S\(B, u Bk)) containing the remaining Bh since Uk <^S\Uf,

the Uf being pairwise disjoint. And clearly 8(W¿ n Wk) = 8Wj u 8Wk. Applying

the result several times we see ("Wi ^ IS tne component U of 7í¡° = 5\(lJí3!i C^~)

containing Bh and ei/=Uy^i s^y Thus 0 ^8(7 n 8W0cdU n 50. But Aj(/io) = 0

for z in U and therefore in 3Í7 n /i0 since x: z -^ A|(Ä0) is the continuous harmonic

function on Kx corresponding to the element XBq of C(dKx) ; but for the same reason

x(z)=l on B0, our contradiction, and we conclude that t¡(B0)^0, i'#0. By the

same argument t^B^^O if M/.]

3.5. In order to apply the results of §2 to rational approximation we shall need

three lemmas. The first reproduces a step in [Gl W] to show we have no completely

singular measures in R(K)L when S\K has finitely many components. The result

depends on the well-known result of Bishop [B 2] that R(K) = C(K), if (and only if)

the minimal boundary for R(K) fills out all of K except for a set of plane measure

zero (so in particular if dK is the minimal boundary for R(K), hence for R(8K),

R(8K) = C(8K)).

Lemma 3.6. If R(8K) = C(8K), and we have a dominant representing measure on

R(K) for each z e K, then there are no completely singular measures orthogonal to

R(K).

Further, suppose we also have dK the minimal boundary for R(K) (so that R(8K)
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= C(8K) and each nontrivial Gleason part for R(K) is a union of components^1) of

K°). If Q is any collection of nontrivial parts, with (open) union U, and we select one

dominant representing measure X for one point in each part not in Q to form the

collection A, and set KQ = K\U then

(3.7) R(KQy = 2 &m
A

(where the sum denotes all norm convergent series as before). Finally, if in addition

harmonic measures are dominant, R(Kq)l = R(Kq~)í-.

Note that 8KQ = 8K, so that in the second part of 3.6 8KQ is the minimal boundary

of the algebra R(KQ)=>R(K). (We can naturally view R(K) as a subalgebra of

R(KQ) by identifying R(K) and R(K)\KQ.) To begin the proof note that if a is a

completely singular element of R(K)L, and A is any dominant representing measure

for z0 e K°, then

a/(z-z0)-or(l/(z-z0))-A

is orthogonal to C+(z — z0)R(K) = R(K) so by Theorem 2.6 its singular part with

respect to A, a/(z — z0), is also. This same argument applies to a1 = a/(z — z0) to

show

1/(Z-Z0)-1/(Z-Zi).(7

is orthogonal to R(K), zx e K°, and continuing we see a is orthogonal to the sub-

algebra of C(8K) generated by R(K) and all functions z->l/(z —z0), z0eK°,

hence to R(8K) = C(8K). So a = 0.

Similarly if we now take z0e U with dominant representing measure A0, then

A g A and A0 are mutually singular and if p e R(K)i, we have

pl(z-z0)-p(l/(z-z0))X0

orthogonal to C+(z — z0)R(K) = R(K), so that p/(z — z0)_]_R(K); as before we can

conclude that pJ_R(KQ).

Now since we may view R(K) as a subalgebra of R(KQ) in C(8K), each measure

multiplicative on R(KQ) is multiplicative on R(K), and of course represents a point

z g KQ. On the other hand for z e Kq if A1 g M2 for R(K), and so is in FX(A) for

some A in A, then /x=A2-A1 is orthogonal to R(K), and thus orthogonal to R(KQ)

as we have just seen. Since A2 is multiplicative on R(KQ), the same is true of A1:

so z g Kg has the same set of representing measures on 8KQ = 8K for R(K) and

R(Kq). The same is of course the case for z g 8Kq, a peak point, so that the repre-

senting measures for R(KQ) are just those for R(K) which represent points in KQ.

We have two consequences: dominant representing measures are available for

R(KQ) (so that R(KQ)L has no completely singular elements by the argument

(8) Each component lies in a part P, and since boundary points form singleton parts,

P<^K°, and so is a union of components of K".
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applied to R(K)) and the nontrivial parts for R(KQ) are simply the nontrivial parts

for R(K) contained in K0, i.e., those not in Q. Thus /?(A'0)1 = 2a R(KQ)i by 2.8.

But since R(K)<=R(KQ) we have R(KQy^R(K)\ and so R(KQ)i<=R(K){:; on

the other hand we have seen 7?(AT)¿c:/?(A'q)1, hence ^R(KQ)i, for A g A, so

R(KQ)i = R(K)i, and this implies (3.7).

For the final fact, that R(KQ)1 = R(Kq~)1 when harmonic measures are dominant,

note first that then each measure in the first set is carried by 8Kq since each A in

A is. Since each component of S\Kq~ must meet a component of S\KQ (8KQ being

nowhere dense) and since only one pole is needed in each complementary com-

ponent to generate R(K$~), R(KQ)\K$- is dense in R(K$~), so that R(KQy

cR^q')1. The reverse inclusion is trivial, and our proof complete.

The crucial property of R(K), that R(K) = C+(z-z0)R(K) for z0 g K°, is shared

by A(K), so by the same arguments we obtain

Corollary 3.7. If Ksatisfies the hypotheses of 3.6, while U, Q and A are defined

in terms of the parts for A(K), then 2a A(K){- = B1, where B is the subalgebra of

C(Kq) generated by A(K) and all functions z -> l/(z —z0), z0 g U.

Note that since fewer measures on 8K represent z e K on A(K) than on R(K),

we have dominant representing measures for A(K) by hypothesis.

Lemma 3.6 will (later) provide some easy extensions of Mergelyan's results, but

now we should note

Corollary 3.8. Under the hypotheses of 3.6 (respectively 3.7) 2a R(K){

(respectively 2a A(K)i) is weak* closed.

In particular each summand R(K){- is a weak* closed space of measures.

Finally the argument in 3.6 showing there are no completely singular orthogonal

measures can be used in other instances when the crucial property that A=C

+ (z-z0)A holds for sufficiently many z0: for example, the algebra A mentioned

after the statement of 3.2, consisting of all functions in C(D) analytic on U=

7)°\IJf= o 8t has this property for all z0 in U; since each point z of 8U is a peak point

for R(8U)—z in 8¡ being a peak point for Wermer's algebra At—the cited theorem

of Bishop [B 2] applies to show R(8U) = C(dU), and thus A1 contains no completely

singular measures. The same applies to its subalgebra B generated by all functions

analytic on D\{J?=0 3¡, i.e., each analytic on (1 +e)D\{jf=0 3¡ for some c>0. Both

algebras have SDÎ = D, as one sees from [Ar], and since (Re B)1 and (Re A)1 both

have dimension n+l (by the argument given after the statement of 3.2) A = B by

2.11.

Our second lemma is an assertion about harmonic measures which must be well

known, although we have not been able to find it in the literature; in the simplest

case it essentially says that if we punch a hole in a domain V to obtain a new one U

the old harmonic measure (for z e U) is absolutely continuous with respect to the

new one away from the boundary of the hole. I am indebted to Maynard G. Arsove

for suggesting its proof.
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We shall use the following notation. Since K° has countably many components,

we select one point zn in the «th component, and let An be its harmonic measure.

FAe« A* will denote the measure 2 2"nAn.

Lemma 3.9. Let K=K0 n 7^ where each compact K¡ has its boundary as the

minimal boundary for R(K¡) and 8K=8K0 u 8KX. Let A2 be the harmonic measure

for z e K¡ relative to Kt, and A2 that for ze K relative to K.

Let U be a component of K°, and Ut the component of K° containing U (so

U= U0 O Ux). Then for ze U, X° (respectively A2) is absolutely continuous with

respect to A* on 8U0\8KX (respectively 8UX\8K0).

In particular, if(8U0\dKx) u (8Ux\ôK0)^ôU, X° + A2 is absolutely continuous with

respect to A2 on 8U\(dK0 n dKx) (^(8U0\8KX) u (8Ux\dK0)).

Proof. For the first part we need only show that for any compact F<^8U0\8KX

we have A2F=0 if A*F=0. Since the harmonic measures for points in a given

component of K° are equivalent, A*F=0 and our definition of A* imply A2F=0

for every z in K°.

Since F is a G6. we can select a sequence {An} in C(8K) = C(8K0 u 8KX), all

vanishing on a fixed neighborhood of 8KX, with An \ Xf pointwise.

Let )i° be the continuous harmonic function(9) on K0 which extends hn\8K0;

h will denote the continuous harmonic function on K which extends A g C(8K).

Noting that 8Kx\8K0'=K\8K0c:KQ\äK0 = KS, we can set

kn = 0 on 8K0,

= h°n on dKx\dK0,

to obtain a well-defined function on 8K=8K0 u 8KX which is continuous since

h° -»■ 0 as we approach a point in 8K0 n 8KX. Similarly

/=0on37s:0,
(3.8)

= X°F on 8KX\8K0

defines an element of C(dK) since A„äXi.^0 implies A°(An) = A°(z)ä A°FgO, z e K0,

so that/-s- 0 as we approach a point of 8K0 n 8KX.

Now

z^'K(z)-kn(z)

is a continuous harmonic function on K with a restriction to dAT which is An on

äKo and fi°-fi° = 0=hn on 8KX\8K0, hence is An on all of 8K=8K0 u 3^. So

(3.9) hl(z)-kn(z) = hn(z),       zeK.

As n^co, hn\ Xf pointwise on dK, and so An(z) = A2(An) \ XZF, zeK, and

(9) I.e., continuous on K0 and harmonic on K$. Such an extension exists since 8K is the

minimal boundary for R(K); see the introductory remarks to this section.
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h°(z) = X°(hn) \ X°F, ze K0 by monotone convergence. The latter implies kn\ f

(defined in (3.8)), so that kn \ f again by monotone convergence. By (3.9) then

(3.10) A°F-/(z) = A2F = 0,       z g K°,

so X°F=f(z) on K°. Since/is continuous on K, and vanishes on 8K0 by (3.8), we

conclude that

lim     X°ZF =0,       z0e (8K0) nK0~,
z-*zq\ seK°

so that for z0 in a neighborhood V of Fin dU0\dKx (<=-(8K0) n K°~)

lim     A°F = 0.
z-»20;zeiTo

(Note that K0 n W= K n W for a small neighborhood W of z0.)

On the other hand this also holds for z0 in dU0\Vsince the harmonic extension

to K0 of any g^XF in C(dK0) vanishing off V tends to zero as we approach z0.

So the harmonic function z -> A°F on £/0 tends to zero as we approach d(J0, and

thus must vanish on all of U0, in particular at z g t/<= u0, yielding our first assertion.

In the particular case that (8U0\8KX) U (8UX\8K0)<=8U the proof (starting now

with F<=dU0\dKx having XzF=0) is unchanged up to (3.10), the latter part of which

now only holds for z in U. But replacing K° by U the argument now leads to the

same conclusion that X°F-^- 0 as z -> z0 from within £/0 (for z0 in a neighborhood

of F in dU0\dKx) since 8U0\8KX<^U- n aAT0 while Í7 n If = £/0 n W for a small

neighborhood W of z0. The remainder of the argument is unchanged.

Lemma 3.10. Suppose the harmonic measure X = XZ(¡ is a dominant representing

measure on R(K), while (Re R(K))i is at most one-dimensional and the component U

of K° containing z0 is apart for R(K) with 8U in the minimal boundary. Then

(a) X = XZo is strongly dominant for R(K) (hence for A(K) as well), and R(K)i

= A(K)i.

(b) If U is nicely connected (§1), A is the unique representing measure for z0 on

R(K).

Note that if the conclusion of (a) holds for some z0 in each Gleason part for

R(K), while 8K is the minimal boundary for R(K), then 3.6 and 2.8 (or (2.3))

combine to show R(K) = A(K).

To begin our proof of 3.10, by (2.3c) we have a strongly dominant representing

measure for z0, necessarily of the form gX for g e L\X) since A is dominant. Since

CgAäA for some constant C, g is bounded below; to establish the first assertion

of (a) we need only show g is bounded. Of course we shall assume g^l, and since

J g dX = 1, g > 1 and g < 1 on sets of positive A measure, and g -1 cannot be of one

sign.

Now (g— l)X is a real nonzero measure orthogonal to R(K), hence spans

(Re R(K))i. So by Corollary 2.10 we have

(3.11) R(K)i = R(K)lK = C(g- l)X+Hè(gX)-gX.
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We have (g- l)rX e R(Ky for r e R(K), and for r(z)=z by (3.11)

z(g-l) = zx(g-l)+fg,   zxeC,   feH^gX),

so (z-ZiXl-l/ftW/GT^isA). So there are rn in R(K), rn^(z-zx)(l-l/g) in

L\gX) (hence also in L^A)), and for r e R(K)

{{l--\(z-zx)rdX = lim [rnrdX = lim (rnrgdX =  i(g-l)(z-zx)r dX = 0.

Thus (1 - l/g)X is orthogonal to (z-zx)R(K).

Of course if zx$K this implies the real measure (1 — l/g)A is orthogonal to

R(K), whence (l — l/g) is a multiple of g-l: l-l/g=(g-l)/g=c(g-l). Since

this implies g = 1 or g= l/c a.e. A (so g-1 cannot change sign), we conclude that

zigtí:.

Now (1 — 1/ftU is orthogonal to (z — zx)R(K), hence to any rational function in

R(K) vanishing at zx. But any r in R(K)Zi = {/* g R(K) : r(zx)=0} is the uniform

limit of such rational functions, so that (1 — l/g)X is orthogonal to the maximal

ideal F(7<")2l. For the real number k= — X(l — l/g) we thus have

(3.12) (i_i/g)A4-AA2i

orthogonal to C4- R(K)2l = R(K).

If Zj does not lie in the component U of K° containing z0, hence is not in the

Gleason part containing z0, then A2i and A=A2o are mutually singular (else

||A2i-A||<2), and so by 2.6 (1-1/ftU g 7*(7^ so (1 -l/g) = (g-l)/g=c(g-l),

whence g= 1 as earlier. And of course the same occurs if A=0, so we must have

k^O.

Thus Zi e U, and the Radon-Nykodym derivative h = dXzJdX is bounded (as is

h~1 = dX/dXZi) and satisfies

(3.13) (l-l/g)+kh = c(g-l)

for some real c, since (3.12) is now an element of (Re R(K))i. This shows g is

bounded since the left side of (3.13) is bounded while c = 0 implies (g— l)/g= —kh

is of one sign, which is impossible if g^l. So we have the first assertion of (a).

For the second assertion, that R(K)i = A(K)i, we need only show H2(R(K), A)

= H2(A(K), A) by Corollary 2.12, since A is strongly dominant. But

(3.14) H2(A(K), X) Q H2(R(K), X) = H$(A(K), X) Q HS(R(K), X)

is orthogonal in L2(A) to H2(A(K), A), so to any element of R(K) + R(K), hence

to Re R(K). The same of course applies to any element of

(3.15) H2(A(K), X) Q H$(R(K), X)

which is the space of conjugates to elements of (3.14), and which is also orthogonal

to (3.14). So if (3.14) is nonzero we have (Re R(K))i a (complex) space of dimen-

sion at least two, showing (3.14) ={0} and completing our proof of (a).

We obtain (b) by transporting matters to the unit disc.
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Since Í7 is nicely connected we have a Riemann map p of the unit disc

{we C : |ve| < 1}

onto U with p(0) = zo, and a 1-1 map o defined on a subset of full measure of the

unit circle which satisfies o(eie) = limr^,x p(rew), with values in 8U of course. For a

continuous harmonic function/on U~ we have

(3.16) j/dX = f(p(0)) = jf(p(rei9)) g = lim j f(P(re^)) g = J/MO)^

by dominated convergence, so

(3.17) \fdX = \f°°î

for any/in C(8U), hence for any bounded Baire function. Thus/->/o o maps

LP(A) isometrically onto L"(p), where dp = dd/2iT, while g^-g° o'1 provides the

inverse, for all p.

Now let Hp temporarily represent (the boundary value version of) the usual

Hardy space on the unit circle. Since/° p e R(K) ° p is a bounded analytic function,

and/o o(ew)=limT_x f(P(rew)) on the domain of o, R(K) ° o^H™, and

(3.18) R(K) <= H°° °o~\

Taking L2(A) closures we obtain

(3.19) H2(R(K), X) c H2 o o-\

Now A is of course multiplicative on 772 o o'1 (by (3.17)) so, as earlier,

(3.20) (H2 o o-1) © H2(R(K), X) = (H2 o.-^Q H$(R(K), A)

(where the noughts denote elements of mean zero) is orthogonal in L2(A) to

H2"o-1, hence to any element of R(K) + R(K), or to Re R(K). The same of

course applies to

(3.21) (/72cCT-i)©/72(/?(7(:), A),

the space of conjugates to elements of (3.20) and also orthogonal to (3.20). So (3.20)

is nonzero only if we have (Re R(K))i at least two dimensional.

Thus we conclude that

(3.22) H2(R(K), X) = H2 ° o'1.

Since g— 1 is bounded, and orthogonal to R(K) in 7--2(A), it is also orthogonal to

(3.22), and for all/in 77"

0 = j(f°°-1)(g-l)dX = J7.(g-i)o„g
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by (3.17). Consequently (g— l)oCT=0 a.e. on the circle, whence g—1=0 a.e. A,

completing our proof.

We can now proceed to our main applications to rational approximation. The

first will be the cited result of Ahern and Sarason [AS 2] giving the rational defect

when S\K has finitely many components. In [AS 2] this result was obtained from

consequences of Ahern and Sarason's earlier detailed investigations of hypo-

dirichlet algebras [AS 1 ] ; aside from what we have developed so far our proof will

use well-known facts valid when representing measures are unique, along with two

relatively elementary and accessible facts given by Ahern and Sarason [AS 2,

Lemmas 1-3]: if S\K has finitely many components, then points in distinct com-

ponents of K° have mutually singular harmonic measures(10); moreover the simply

connected components of K° are nicely connected.

We begin with the following special case of the Ahern-Sarason result, from which

the general result will follow via 3.2.

Proposition 3.11 ([AS 2]). Suppose S\Khas «4-1 components H0, Hx,..., Hn,

while each component of K has a connected boundary (or, alternatively, each com-

ponent of K° is simply connected). Then R(K) is dirichlet on 8K, and A(K) = R(K).

Of course the second assertion follows from the first by 2.13. We shall proceed

by induction on «, assuming the result for « -1 (the case « = 0 is of course Walsh's

result [Wa 1]); by 3.4(f) we need only prove the first assertion assuming K is

connected.

Since K is connected each " hole " H¡ is simply connected ; and so has a connected

boundary [N]. Since dK= U 8Hj is connected by hypotheses, we have (J Hf

connected, and a simple argument(u) shows we can find an i for which ijy#i Bf

is connected; we shall take z'=0, and so assume (J/9t0 Hj, and thus {Jj^odHj, is

connected.

Now set KQ = S\H0, Kx = S\\Jji:0 H¡, so that 8Kt is connected, K=K0r\Kx,

dK=dK0 u 8KX, and, by our induction hypothesis, R(Kt) is dirichlet on dKt.

Moreover 770 is the union of an increasing sequence of simply connected domains

7/J, with Hq~ cH0, so that Kis the intersection of a decreasing sequence KV = KX

n Kl, KZ = S\HV0; since 8Kl = 8Hy0 is connected, Ä(A:0V) is dirichlet on dKl so the

rational defect for Kv is ^1 by 3.2, and therefore the same is true for K by sweeping,

as in 3.1.

By 3.6 we have no completely singular measures orthogonal to R(K), and if

each representing measure A = A2 is unique then by [HI, 6.7, and L] there are no

nonzero real measures in R(K)i, hence none in R(K)L by Theorem 2.8. So we can

assume we have a z in K with a representing measure pjt A2 carried by dK. Since

the rational defect is at most 1, a=p,- A2 must span (Re R(K))X.

(10) Note that two such components can share the same boundary; cf. [K].

(") Very similar to that used before 3.4(f).
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For our compact Kt (above), let 80 = dK0 = dH0, dx = dKx = (Jj # o dHj. Since R(K¡)

is dirichlet on d¡, by sweeping we obtain as earlier(12) (cf. 3.2)

^o^ + J Xloh(dw) = 0

(3.23)

^i + J fado^dw) = 0,

so that ogo\Sl ̂ 0 (else ct=0) and

°d0\dx = J Vt°d0\dx(dt),

where r¡t=i XZX¡(dw). So

aa0\h = J (lÙBoXd^do^dt),

and if p is a uni modular function with podo\dl = \od¡¡\di\ we have

llCTe0\3ill = a0o\8i(/') = J (vùdoXe^pyeo^dt)

so that, since \\-nt\\ = l, (r¡t)g0\d1(p) = 1 and r¡t(d0\dx) = 1 for some t in 30\ö1.

Now 770 lies in one component W of K?, so that d0\dx^H¿\dx<=-W~\dW= W.

Thus the second half of (3.23) implies d W carries odi since each Ai, with w e d0\dx

is carried by dW. Moreover our / with r¡t(d0 n dx)=0 lies in W, so

(3.24) 0 = ¡X°w(d0 n dx)X\(dw).

But the closed support of A¡ is precisely all of 8W (otherwise W and some H¡,

yVO, lie in the same component V of the complement of the support, and the

analytic function z^-¡((w — t)/(w — z))X\(dw) on V must vanish identically since

it does on H,; and of course it cannot vanish at z = t). So for each component U

of K¡¡ the relatively open subset U n 8 W of the support of A,1 contains a w for which

XZ(80 n 8X) = 0 by (3.24), or is empty; since all A° for w in U are equivalent,

A°(S0 n 8X) = 0 for all w- in U n a If, hence for all w in ôIF\a0 since dW\d0^K\d0

<^K0\dQ = K0\dK0 = Ko. As we saw dW\d0 carries odí\¡Q, and since

<7g0+J A°aai\ao(i/w)= 0

we conclude that for any Borel set F<= d0 n Sx

aF = %(F) = - Ja^H^hO = - J0-oeA(dw) = 0.

So on 80 n ôj, ct=0, or p=Xz.

(12) A° is harmonic measure relative to K0; thus the first measure in (3.23) is a real measure

on d0 orthogonal to R(K0), etc.
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Now let U be the component of A"0 containing our z represented by p and A2,

and let c7¡ be the component of K¡° containing U, i=0, 1. Sweeping p to 8i = 8KK

yields a measure representing z on R(Kt) (hence = A2) and necessarily 2: pdi ; thus

pSX° + Xl. As a consequence, by Lemma 3.9, p is absolutely continuous with

respect to the measure A* on 8K\(80 n 31) = (30\31) U (dx\d0), and since /¿ = A2 on

d0 n öx as well, /¿«A*.

Now if C/is a Gleason part for R(K) we have a contradiction to p.j=Xz; for then

/n is singular with respect to A„ for w in any component of K° other than U, so

/x«A* implies /x«A2, and by 3.10(b), /¿ = A2 since C/is nicely connected.

So U is not a Gleason part. If St/ n (377y\Ui*i ^;)= 0 f°r some y we have a

proper subset F of {770, 771(..., 77n} with dU<= 8* = \JHeF 8H and 8Hn8U=/=0

for 77 in F, and if we set K* = S\{JHeF H then clearly U cannot be an entire Gleason

part for the subalgebra R(K*) of R(K). On the other hand 8* is connected since the

simply connected sets U, 77, all have connected boundaries, so R(K*) is dirichlet on

8* by our induction hypotheses. But the nondegenerate Gleason parts for dirichlet

algebras are connected by Wermer's theorem [We 2], and so are precisely the

components of K*°; U is such a component, hence is a Gleason part for

R(K*) and so for R(K). We conclude then that ÔUn(dHj\\Jt¥,jdBi)^0 for

every /

This implies U u ((J,#o Hj) lies in one component of 5\7/¿" =7í'00 and the com-

ponent is of course U0. As a consequence if x e 8Ux\dKo = 8Ux\dHoc{J}¿08Hí\dH0

then x e Urj\8H0<^ U0, so clearly xedU.

On the other hand dU0\dKx<=dU as well. For since H0 lies in one component of

K°x, either H0^UX, or Ux r\Ho = UxnHo = 0 so UxcS\B¿ = Kg, whence Uxc U0

and C/= C/i. In the latter case U is a component of Tii0, hence a part for 7?(7^i)

which is again a contradiction. So 770c: Ux, and thus 3C/0\ö7iiC:g//0\aA'1c ¡Jx\dKx

^Ux.So clearly dU0\dKx^dU.

But now the last part of 3.9 says /¿^ AJJ + A2«A2 on 8U\(8K0 n 8Kx) = dU\(80 n 8X)

and since f* = A2 on 30 n 3j, while 3t/0 u dUx^8U'U (80 n 3i) supports /x, we

have í¿« A2.

Since [/ is not a Gleason part some w in K°\U lies in the same part. Since we

now know A2 is a dominant representing measure for R(K), by 2.7 AliI«A2. This of

course contradicts the result of Ahern and Sarason cited immediately preceding

3.11, and so completes our proof of 3.11.

Omitting the first three and last five paragraphs of the preceding proof (and

replacing 770 by S\K0 and (Ji#o Hj by S\KX) yields a proof of the following.

Proposition 3.12. Suppose K, K0, Kx are compact and connected, with connected

boundaries, K=K0 n Kx, 8K=8K0 u 8KX, and S\KQ lies in one component of K?.

Finally, suppose the components of K° are nicely connected and parts for R(K),

R(Ki) is dirichlet on 8Kt, i=0, 1, and (Re R(K))L is at most one-dimensional.

Then R(K) is dirichlet on 8K.
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Via Lemma 3.2 we can now pass easily from 3.11 to the full Ahern-Sarason

result, of which the following is a slight variant.

Theorem 3.13. Suppose S\K has finitely many components. Then R(K) = A(K)

and the nontrivial parts are precisely the components of K°, while harmonic measures

are strongly dominant. If X is the harmonic measure of a point in a component U of

K° then (Re R(K))i is n-dimensional if U is n-connected (i.e., has a boundary with

n+l components); in fact if F0, Fx,..., F„ are the components of the boundary of U,

(Re R(K))i is spanned by measures fxX,..., fnX where f is a bounded function ^ 0

on F¡, and ^0 elsewhere, for i= 1,..., n.

Because of Remarks 3.4 we need only prove 3.13 when AT is connected, and then

3.4(f) and 3.11 combine to show the rational defect is at most one less than the

number of components of dK; since the analytic defect is at least this large (cf.

footnote 6), (Re R(K))L and (Re A(K))L have the same dimension, so R(K) = A(K)

by 2.11.

Now choose a maximal set F of components of S\K with the property that

\Jhef H~ is connected and set C=[JHeF 77. We shall prove 3.13 inductively

assuming it holds for the compact set Kx = K u C.

Let K0 = S\C, so dK0 is connected and disjoint from dKx, hence lies in one

component Ux of K°, and dK=dK0u dKx. Evidently 8UX separates dK0 from

KX\UX, and thus KX°\UX lies in one component U0 of K$. Now the components of

K° are those of K° other than Ux, U0 n Ux, and those of K° other than U0. So

given two components of K° we see they lie in distinct Gleason parts by noting

that they do for one of the subalgebras R(Kt) of R(K).

Thus the components of K° are the nontrivial parts, once we see each z g dK

= dK0 u 8KX is a peak point for R(K); but z is a peak point for R(K¡)<=R(K), i=0

or 1 since we are assuming 3.13 for Kx (and it holds for K0 by 3.11).

For the same reason we can easily see Xz (z e U) is dominant: by sweeping any

representing measure p to 8KX we obtain a measure ^pbKx which represents z on

R(KX), so that PdKx^CxX\, X\ being strongly dominant for R(KX). Similarly

H-dK0 èC0X°, and (since 8U=8U0 u 8UX) by 3.9 Aj + A°«A2, so p«Xz. But we have

no really direct proof that A;, is strongly dominant, and argue as follows.

As noted, the dimension n of (Re R(K))L is one less than the number of com-

ponents of dK; if Ux,..., Uk are the (finitely many) components of K° which are

multiply connected, and Í7¡ is nrconnected, then 2f=i nt = n as is easily seen. So if

we can produce, for each i, an independent set of n¡ bounded real elements of

L1(XZ¡) (z¡ g t/j) orthogonal to R(K) we shall necessarily have a basis for (Re R(K))L,

and then (Re 7?CK))a\, will always be spanned by finitely many bounded elements

of L1(A2). Calling these fxXz,.. .,fkXz say, we have (l±e/)A2^0 for some e>0 and

all j=l,..., k. Thus Xz (when not unique) can be realized as a relative interior

point of the convex set Mz, hence is strongly dominant.

Such an independent set of n¡ bounded real elements px,..., /*„, of L1(XZi) is
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known, the natural set given by Ahern and Sarason [AS 1,2] and Wermer [We 4]:

as a functional on C(dUi), p, is given by

where(13)/is the continuous harmonic extension to Uf off and yx,.. .,yBj is a

homology basis of smooth curves in U.

For the final assertion we need only note that for any of our C/4 no component

of dUt separates the remainder, so that exactly the argument of 3.4(g) applies to

yield a basis of the prescribed special kind. This completes our proof of 3.13.

The preceding proof applies equally well to show the following.

Proposition 3.14. Suppose K=f)^0 K¡, where the compact K¡ have pairwise

disjoint connected boundaries covering dK and R(Ki) isdirichlet ondKh z'=0, 1, .. ., «.

FAe« the rational defect for K is «, components of K° form the nontrivial parts,

harmonic measures are strongly dominant, etc., as in 3.13.

The methods developed so far yield a variety of K with infinitely many comple-

mentary components for which rational approximation holds. There are of course

trivial examples; as earlier 3.4(d) and Kreïn-Milman reduce showing R(K) = A(K)

to showing it for each component, so one trivial instance is that in which S\F has

finitely many components for each component F of K. Less trivially, R(K) = A(K)

if 8K is covered by the boundaries of finitely many holes: for then in the notation

'of 3.6, K=K$ for a K* to which 3.13 applies, so one concludes from R(K)1

= 2a R(K*)i that the rational defect for K is at most the sum of the connectivities

of the multiply connected components of K°, and that is at least the analytic

defect, as in 3.13, so both coincide. But we can in fact build much more complicated

examples.

Lemma 3.15. Let K=KX n (P)™=i Kn), where {Kn} is a decreasing sequence of

compact connected sets in C and 8Kn c 8Kn + x (so the components of S\Kn form a

subset of those of S\Kn + x, hence of S\K), while 8Kn n 8KX = 0 for all «. Let E be

the set of all z in dK with the property that each of its neighborhoods meets infinitely

many of the sets dKn + x\dKn. Suppose

(a) 8K= {J%= i dKn u 8KX u E, and is connected.

(13) The integral (where ds is the element of arc length) gives the period of the conjugate

harmonic function, hence vanishes when that function is single valued, so ¿¿, is orthogonal to

Re R(K); that iiit..., Li„t are independent is easily seen and that ll¡ is a bounded functional is

a well-known consequence of the smoothness of the Green's function when U¡ is bounded by

analytic curves [Ne], and if (/(c U¡ contains our yi,..., y„, and is bounded by analytic curves

we may obtain our ix¡ as swept versions of those we obtain for U.. This suffices to provide the

representation of ¡l¡ as a bounded function in L1(\Zi) if £/, is relatively compact in Ut. (Also, if

each y i is chosen to enclose precisely one component of 3(7, {lí¡} has the final property stated in

3.13, as is easily seen.)
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(b) R(Kn) is dirichlet on dKn, n = 1, 2,... (and for n = co as well if Kx + 5), and

each boundary is connected.

(c) E is a peak interpolation sei (14).

(d) Any two components of K° lie in distinct Gleason parts for R(K*) for some

K*=>K.

(e) Each component of K° is nicely connected.

Then R(K) is dirichlet on dK.

As an example of the application of 3.15, consider removing the interior of an

infinitely branching tree of tangent closed discs from an annulus R as follows:

starting with a root disc tangent to the outer bounding circle, remove a sequence of

open discs proceeding upwards, branching to form a Y, the branches again

branching etc., with the top of the tree moving towards (and accumulating on) the

inner bounding circle of R. Suppose the leftmost route along the branches ("the

left branch") leads to a single point z0 of the inner bounding circle of 7?.

Now 3.15 does not apply directly: (d) will be hard to verify a priori, while (c)'

need not hold. But we need not apply 3.15 directly; the set K we obtain is the

intersection of a sequence {Kv}, where Kv has all but "the left branch" pruned,

i.e., where all branches end v discs from the root disc except for our path of discs

leading to z0. So (cf. 3.1) we need only see each Kv has R(KV) dirichlet, and 3.15

easily applies to K=KV: E={z0}, and if two distinct components of K° appear, one

is bounded by finitely many holes so a set K* (to which 3.13 applies) is available

as in (d).

Now suppose the branches do not accumulate at all points of the inner boundary

of R, and let U be the union of the bounded components of S\K. Choose a small

replica Ux of U lying in one component of K° with dUx n dU a single point zx of

the inner boundary of R. Taking/<0 = 5\¡71, Ar1 = /Citiseasy to see Re (R(K0 n Kx)y

is at most one-dimensional (removing a small neighborhood of zx from Ux yields

an altered A'o with dK0 n 8K=0, so 3.2 applies; now apply 3.1). Thus 3.12 shows

R(K0 n KX) = R(K\UX) is dirichlet on 8(K\UX). Evidently we can now grow our

"tree" in R using replicas of U instead of discs.

Proof of 3.15. Since R(K)\E=C(E), each zeEisa peak point of R(K)\E, and

since F is a peak set, z is a peak point of R(K) by a result of Bishop [B 2]. Thus

8K is the minimal boundary of R(K) by (a) and (b).

So each nontrivial part lies in K° and since a part for R(K) is contained in one

part for R(K*) when K*^>K, (d) implies the components U of K° are the nontrivial

parts.

Now if z g U and p e Mz we have pE=0 since if / peaks on E, \f(z)\ < 1, so

pE=lim p(fn) = 0. Thus we can see Xz is dominant by showing p«Xz on 8K\E,

hence on any compact subset F of 8K\E. Choose an open neighborhood V of F

(14) That is, £ is a peak set for which R{K)\E=C(E).
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disjoint from F; by compactness we have an n for which F^8Kn u 8KX and

Vn(8Kk + x\8Kk)=0 for k^n, so Vn (8Kn + m\8Kn)=0, m=l. In (almost) the

notation of 3.9, we set K£ = Kn n Kœ (so 5\AT0* consists of the components of S\K

lying outside K£), and take /Cf as the complement of the union of the remaining

components of S\K, so K=K£ n Kf, 8K=8K£ U 8KX* = 80 U 8X. Now sweeping

/a to 80 = 8K£ yields a measure = /xgo which represents z on R(K£), hence is bounded

by cA° since A° is strongly dominant for R(Kg) = R(Kn n AT«,) by 3.14. So by 3.9

p«. X°« X* on dK$\(d0 n c^), in particular on F which lies in this set since Vn dx = 0.

Since we have seen that the components of K° are parts, p is singular with respect

to A^,, w £ U, so p«X* on F implies p«Xz on Fand Xz is dominant.

Now we know dK is the minimal boundary for R(K), the components of K°

are nicely connected and parts, and harmonic measures are dominant, so if

(Re R(K))i is at most one-dimensional for X = XZ, z e K°, then by 3.10(b) repre-

senting measures are unique, which implies our result as we saw in 3.11. But

(Re R(K))i is carried by dKa u [J™=1 8Kn since AF=0, and if that space is of

dimension greater than one, the same is true for the space N of real measures

orthogonal to R(Kn n Kx) we obtain by sweeping our measures to 8Kœ u 8Kn

= d(Kw n Kn) for some n by 3.1 ; but since 8Kœ n 8Kn =0,3.2 implies N is at most

one-dimensional, so that (Re R(K)){ is also, and our proof is complete.

It should be noted how our last two results combine to yield further examples

where R(K) = A(K). These all have only finitely many multiply connected com-

ponents of K°, and the rational defect is finite. To arrive at examples with infinite

rational defect we need

Lemma 3.16. Suppose z0 lies in a component of K° which is a part for R(K), and

X is the harmonic measure for z0. Then in L2(X), E=H2(A(K)) © H2(R(K)) is finite

dimensional only if E={0}.

Proof. Suppose F/{0} and let gx,...,gn be an orthonormal basis for E. Since

H2(A(K)) is an R(K)-module (which, as the reader will note, is almost the only

property of H2(A(K)) we shall use) for g g F and r e R(K) rg=g' + r' with g' e E

and r' e H2(R(K)) unique, so TTg=g' defines a representation T of R(K) on F.

Since the representation is finite dimensional and R(K) abelian we have a common

eigenvector which we can take asgx. Thus Trgx=<f>(r)-gx, or rgx = </>(r)gx+r', where

</>(r) e C and r' e H2(R(K)). Trivially <f> is a multiplicative linear functional, 1 at 1,

and so corresponds to evaluation at zx e K. And

\gi\2Kr) = giKrgi) = gA^gi + r')

= <f>(r)K\gi\2) + giKr') = ¿(r)-1-1-0 = r(zx)

since gx is orthogonal to H2(R(K)) in 7-2(A). This shows zx lies in the same part as

z0, hence in the same component of K°, and Xx = XZi is boundedly equivalent to A.
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In particular then Ai yields a continuous functional^5) on F2(A), and one which is

multiplicative on the F2(A)- (or L2(XX)-) closure of A(K). So since </>(r)=zx for

r(z) = z, zgx = zxgx + r', r' e H2(R(K)), which implies

Ai(r') = Xx(z-zx)-Xx(gx) = 0Xx(gx) = 0.

But r-> Xx(r) = r(zx) is continuous on R(K) in the F2(A) norm, so that if rv in

R(K) converges to r' in F2(A), rv(zx) -> Ai(r') = 0, and we may just as well take

rv(zi) = 0. Thus rj(z-zx)e R(K), rv/(z-zx)-^r'/(z-zx)=gx in F2(A), and we find

ft g H2(R(K)), our contradiction^6).

The fact that the proof of 3.16 applies with H2(A(K)) any 7?(/0-module on

which A2i is multiplicative allows us to draw the following consequence, which even

here is weaker than the result obtained by Ahern and Sarason [AS 1, 14.5] for

hypo-dirichlet algebras when R(K) is such an algebra.

Corollary 3.17. Suppose z0 lies in a component U of K° which is a part for

R(K), the harmonic measure for z0 is X = A2o, and in L2(X) the subspace orthogonal to

R(K) + R(K) is finite-dimensional. Then H'°(R(K), X) is maximal among the

subalgebras ofLco(X) on which A2 is multiplicative for every z in U.

Indeed if B^>HCC(R(K)) is such an algebra then since A is multiplicative on

B^R(K), B is orthogonal in L2(A) to R(K)Zo and thus, if H2(B) is the closure

of B in L2(A), E=H\B)QH2(R(K)) is orthogonal to R(K) + R(K)Zq=R(K)

+ R(K), hence finite-dimensional. By the proof of 3.16 we conclude that

F={0}, so each/G B lies in H2(R(K)) n LC° = HC°(R(K)). Except for the possibility

that no such algebra B may exist, we are done ; but as noted after 2.14, B=HX(R(K))

is one.

We have noted 3.17 since it suffices to yield the consequence of [AS 1, 14.5]

Ahern and Sarason obtain in [AS 2, Theorem 2] by exactly their proof.

If U is an «-connected component of K° it is the conformai image of a domain D

bounded by «4-1 disjoint circles [Ne] ; if the corresponding map p has nontangential

boundary values which yield a 1-1 map p* on almost all of 8D (relative to harmonic

measure p for any point w in D), as in [AS 2, §3], we shall say U is nicely n-connected.

This holds in particular if S\K has finitely many components [AS 2, §3], and allows

(15) If ^i were bounded, r—>■ |£i|2A(r) = r(zi) would extend to a continuous functional on

L2(X); and so (without assuming A is the harmonic measure and U a part, but using |#i|2A in

place of Aj) the proof leads again to a contradiction. Thus ifX is any representing measure on

R(K) and E= H2(A(K), A) 0 H2(R(K), A) is finite dimensional and consists of bounded functions,

(16) A similar argument shows that whenever dK is the minimal boundary for R(K),

R(K) cannot have finite positive defect in A(K). (Take a finite-dimensional complementary

subspace E of R(K) in A(K); one again gets a representation T and a common eigenvector g

in E, and rg=r(zi)g + r', r'e R(K). Choosing a measure /¿ on dK orthogonal to R(K) with

fji(g) = 1, ¡i{rg) = r(zi) ; since z e dK is a peak point, /u.{z} = 0 for each z e dK, so Zj $ dK. Thus

(z-zx)g = r' implies r'(zi) = 0 and so g e R(K).)
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one to obtain the measure space associated with 8U and Xp(w) as the transported

version of that associated with 8D and p. And in this situation as in [AS 2, §3]

we can transplant the boundary value functions of §(/)), the space of bounded

analytic functions on D, to yield an algebra B=>HX(R(K), Xpiw)) on which Xe(w)

is multiplicative; thus by exactly the proof of [AS 2, Theorem 2] using 3.17 in

place of Ahern and Sarason's Lemma 4, we obtain

Corollary 3.18 [AS 2]. Suppose z0 lies in a nicely n-connected component U of

K° which is a part for R(K), and in L2(XZo) the subspace orthogonal to Re R(K)

is finite dimensional. Then if ¡q(U) is the (sup-normed) space of bounded analytic

functions on U, HCC(R(K), XZ(¡) is isometrically isomorphic to íq(U) under the map

f^f, where f(z) = Xz(f),fe H<°(R(K), XZu).

We proceed to our main consequence of 3.16.

Theorem 3.19. Suppose: (1) the minimal boundary for R(K) covers all of 8K

except for a set of plane measure zero (i.e., that R(8K) = C(8K) by Bishop's theorem

[B 2]) and (2) for each component U ofK° there is a compact Kv=> K having U as a

component of K¡} and a part for R(KV), while the harmonic measure Xz for z e U is

strongly dominant for R(KV) and (Re Rfóu))^ is finite dimensional.

Then R(K) = A(K), the nontrivial parts are the components of K°, and harmonic

measures are strongly dominant.

In particular, if (1) holds and each component U of K° is bounded by finitely

many holes, R(K) = A(K) since Ka can be taken as the complement in 5 of the

union of those holes, and 3.13 applies to Kv.

To proceed to the proof of 3.19, note first that U, as a part for R(K„)<=R(K),

is a part for R(K). So K° is a union of parts and each z g SATlies in a part contained

in 8K. By a recent result(17) of Wilken [Wi], this and (1) imply z is itself a part and

in fact a peak point for R(K). So 8K is the minimal boundary for R(K), and the

nontrivial parts are precisely the components of K°.

Let U be a component of K°, z e U. Since U is also a component of Kv the

harmonic measure Xz relative to either K or Kv is the same. Moreover p e MZ(R(K)),

when swept to a measure p on Kv representing z on R(KU) has p èCz-Xz since

Xz is strongly dominant for R(KV). But evidently p = p (so that MZ(R(K))<^

MJ^R^u)) and A2 is strongly dominant for R(K)): for we have a Borel set E<=dU

carrying Xz (and so p') and of measure zero(18) for A*u, w e KV\U~, so that

P   = Pdu+ \ X^vfx'dw)
JdK\u~

implies 1 =p'(E) = pbu(E) + 0, and p' = pSu = p.

(17) Which states that z e K is either a peak point for R(K) or lies in a part with positive

plane measure (for any K).

(18) By Wilken's result there are only countably many non-peak-point-parts for R(KV) so

we only need to insure £" supports countably many measures singular with respect to A3; for

peak points w in KU\U~, AJc(£') = Su,(£) = 0 automatically.
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By 3.6 we have no completely singular orthogonal measures, and to prove

A(K) = R(K) we need only show A(K)i, = R(K)is for all z in K°. Taking zeU as

above, by 2.12 we need only see the L2(A2)-closures of A(K) and R(K) coincide

since A2 is strongly dominant.

But E=H2(A(K))Q H2(R(K)) lies in the subspace of F2(A2) orthogonal to

Re R(K), so FAc(ReF(A:))^c:(ReF(A:[,))^ which is finite dimensional, and

3.16 applies to show F={0}, completing our proof.

Some final comments are in order on the components R(K)i of the decomposition

(2.3) we obtain for those K which we can construct via 3.14, 3.15, 3.19. When K is

the minimal boundary, components are parts and harmonic measures are dominant,

the final assertion of 3.6 shows that each component R(K)i is precisely R(U~)L

for the corresponding component U of K°. And whenever {/is a nicely «-connected

component of K° which is a part, while the harmonic measure A2 of one of its

points is strongly dominant then R(K)iz is merely the transported version of a

space R(By, where B is the closure of a domain bounded by finitely many disjoint

circles conformally equivalent to U.

Indeed if p is the conformai map of B° onto U, then we know the measure space

associated with 8U and A2 is that associated with 8B and X^-\a=p transported

via the map p*, and then Hx(p) corresponds precisely to 77°°(A2) since (77°°(A2) o p*)~

= 77co(A2r o p = $(U) o p = §(B°) = H'°(p)~, as is easily verified (using 3.18 of

course), where, as there, f(w) = Xw(f), etc. Since/-^/is an isomorphism, Hco(Xz) ° p*

= Hx(p). But the elements of R(K)iz, or of R(B)j = R(B)1, are just those of L\XZ)

or L\p) orthogonal to 77°°(A2) or Hx'(p) (by 2.9), so 77°°(A2) o p* = H°°(p) implies

P*R(B)1 = R(K)i¡¡. (In particular then, the real orthogonal measures are given by

bounded functions in L1(XZ).)

4. Interpolation as an application. Let K again be a compact plane set, and let

A* = 2"=i 2"nA„ where A„ is the harmonic measure of a point in the «th com-

ponent of K° as in 3.9. In those cases in which we have been able to show R(K)

= A(K) in the preceding section, we have also obtained considerable information

on A(K)1 (cf. 2.8, 2.10, 3.6); in particular it lies in F^A*), and as an immediate

consequence we know the closed subsets F of 8K for which A(K) interpolates

C(F): A(K)\F=C(F) iff A*F=0. (Indeed if A*F=0 (and A(K)X<= L\X*)) then

pF = 0 for each p in A(K)L, so our conclusion follows by [Gl 1, 4.8], which in fact

shows F is a peak set as well. On the other hand if A2F>0 for some z in some

component U of K° then this inequality holds for all z in U. Choose fe C(F)

which doesn't vanish at some z0eFr\ U~, but does vanish on a subset of F

positive A2-measure (for some, hence all, z in U). If ge A(K) has g\F=f then

g(z) = A2(g) = 0 for z in U by Jensen's inequality, so g\U~ =0 and/(z0)=0. Thus

A*F=0 if A(K) | F=C(F).)

What we want to point out in the present section is that the subsets of K (rather

than just 8K) which are sets of interpolation can essentially be determined in the

same setting.
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Let £>(£/) be the sup-normed space of bounded analytic functions on the open

set C/<=5, and for fc u say Q(U) interpolates C(F) with bound M if, for each /in

C(F), there is a g in ©(£/) with g\F=f ||g]| = M ]|/||. (Of course F must be given

by a sequence with no cluster points in f7.)

Theorem 4.1. Suppose 8K is the minimal boundary for R(K) ; each component U

ofK° is nicely n-connected and a part for R(K) with X = Xz(z e U) strongly dominant;

finally that the subspace ofL2(X) orthogonal to Re R(K) is finite dimensional.

Let F be a closed subset of K Then(19) A(K) = R(K) interpolates C(F) iff

(a) A*(F n 8K)=0, and

(b) there is a constant M for which &(U) interpolates C(F n U) with bound M for

each component U of K°.

(Note that the second hypothesis holds if each U is bounded by finitely many

components of S\K.) Thus interpolation by A(K) reduces, on K°, to interpolation

by bounded analytic functions (with some uniformity as we pass among the com-

ponents of K°), exactly as in the case of the unit disc [H 2]. If t/ is an n-connected

component of K°, and we divide F n U into n+l sequences Fi; i=0,..., n, with

F, clustering only on the ith component 8¡ of U, and Ut is the simply connected

component of S\dt containing U, then Stout [S] has shown that interpolation of

C(F n U) by ©(£/) is precisely equivalent to interpolation of C(Ft) by §(£/f) for all i,

and this of course can be stated in terms of Carleson's criterion [H 2]. At least

when only finitely many components of K° are multiply connected (so they can be

neglected in showing M exists) we can thus easily express (b) entirely in terms of a

bound on the compositions of certain Blaschke products and Riemann mappings.

Let K° n F={zn}={zx, z2,...}. For the proof of 4.1 we must depart from the

convention of the preceding section and consider measures on X=dK u F orthog-

onal to A(K), (respectively R(K)); however A(K)1 will still denote the measures

on dK orthogonal to A(K). In order to identify the measures on X=8KKJ F

orthogonal to A(K) we need the following simple fact : Letvn = 8Zn — XZn,so vn\_A(K).

Then the set of measures on X= dK U F= 8K u {z„} orthogonal to A(K) is

(4.1) J2 <V»+M :celx,peA(K)A-

Indeed (4.1) is clearly orthogonal to A(K)\Xwhile if v is a measure on Xorthog-

onal to A(K) then v{2l>22>..., = 2 c*K with celx, so that -2 c„v„+v=2 cnXZrt

+ vdK=zP is a measure on 8K orthogonal to A(K), so in A(K)1, and y=2 cnvn+p

as desired.

We shall now prove 4.1. Suppose (a) and (b) hold. We shall show A(K)

interpolates C(F) by showing there is a constant C for which

(4.2) |M g C U™,I,

(19) A(K)i = R{K)i by 3.16 and 2.12, so rational approximation follows.
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for all v in (4.1), which is sufficient by [Gl 1,3.2]. But v = 2* <v„ 4- p = 2n cnvn + 2* p„k

where Xk is harmonic measure of a point in the kth component Uk of K° as earlier

and pnk_\_A(K) by 2.6; collecting together /xAfc and all terms of 2 cnvn corresponding

to those zn lying in Uk, we express vasa norm convergent sum of mutually singular

elements of (4.1), each summand being a measure carried by the closure of one

component of K°. So it suffices to prove we have a C satisfying (4.2) for all v

carried by the closure of one component U of K°, with C independent of U.

Let A be the harmonic measure of some z in U; X is strongly dominant for A(K)

by hypothesis. For v = 2 cnvn+p, with /*« A and cn=0 if zn ^ U, we have vF = 2 cnvnF

= 2cn82n since AF=0. For e>0 choose N so large that ||j>|| — e/2W<2ñ=i \cn\

(and therefore 2w+i |c„| <s/2M as well) where A/, our constant in (b), is at least 1.

Set

f(zn) = sgñc;;

by (b) we have a g in §(C/) with g=/on £/ n {zn} and Hgjl«, g M||/||«, = M. By 3.18

we have an 6 in // °° (A (K), X) for which ft=g on U and || A || „ = || g | » á M. So since

A is strongly dominant, by 2.9 we have/fc in A(K) of norm S M with/. -> A a.e. A,

so that/fc -> h~=g pointwise on {zn} n {/, and

fk(zn) -> sgn c„.

Thus

iwi-^iwi-i-i'^^íw-lj^^
á   k(/n)|+*

for « sufficiently large, and since v(fn) = 0, \\vF\\—eS\vx\Áfn)\+e = M\\vx\F\\+e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, (4.2) follows with C=M independent of U.

To see the converse is easy. Indeed (a) holds by the argument used in the second

paragraph of this section, while A(K)\F=C(F) implies that g->g|Fmaps A(K)

onto C(F), so by the open mapping theorem we have a constant M for which, for

each fe C(F) we have a g in A(K) with g=f on F and ||ft|| gM||/||. Thus if

/ g C(F n U) and we set fN=f on U n {zx,..., zN) and =0 elsewhere on {zn} we

have gN g A(K) of norm S M \\f\\ and gw=/ on Í7 n {zi,..., zN}. Since fty is a

normal family in £>([/) we of course obtain g e &(U) with the required properties.

5. Approximation within R(K). In certain situations the results of §§2 and 3

can be used to show the density of some subalgebras of R(K). For example suppose

each z in K has a strongly dominant representing measure for R(K), while A is a

closed subalgebra of R(K) with K as its spectrum and (Re A)1 = (Re R(K))L. Then

A and F(7v) share the same set of multiplicative measures (if p is a multiplicative

on A and represents z, p — A2 g (Re ^4)x is orthogonal to R(K), so /* is multiplicative

on R(K)), and thus have the same Gleason parts. So if A has no completely singular

orthogonal measures A — R(K) by 2.12 and 2.8.
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This section is devoted to an instance in which our earlier arguments eliminate

the completely singular measures. The result is an awkward relative of a result of

Bishop [B 1].

Theorem 5.1. Suppose strongly dominant measures exist for R(K), harmonic

measures are dominant, and 8K has plane measure zero(20). Suppose A is a closed,

inverse closed subalgebra of R(K) with the same real orthogonal measures as R(K)

on 8K, and contains a subset & whose elements do not vanish on 8K and satisfy the

following:

(a) 1 g ä? and g-c e <S if g e % and c e C\g(dK).

(b) ge'S is analytic near K

(c) 'S separates dK.

(d) Let ge<$. Then for each z e dK there is a closed neighborhood V of z in K and

anfe C+gAfor which: (i) harmonic measures are dominant for R(f(K)) (so 8f(K)

is the minimal boundary, in particular); (ii) / maps V homeomorphically with

v=rv(v).
ThenA=R(K).

For the purposes of our proof we let Af- denote our measure A* = 2 2"nA„, where

An is the harmonic measure of some point in the nth component of K°; A? denotes

the corresponding measure for V. Let B= C+gA as in (d), and let p be a probability

measure on 8K, multiplicative on B, and not a point mass. We shall show p«X%.

Let z lie in the closed support of p, and choose V and /as in (d). Shrinking V

(so / becomes an open homeomorphism of a neighborhood of V in K onto a

neighborhood of/(K) in f(K)) we can assume V=Kn W, with W a closed disc

about z, and that/maps V n 8K into 8f(K). With V=Kr\ W, all points of 8V

are regular [T], and the same is true for df(V): for/is conformai on V\(V n dK),

and V C\ 8K maps into 8f(K) which is the minimal boundary for R(f(K)) so that

barriers exist for all points in 8f(V).

We need the fact that on the relatively open subset E=Vn 8K\8W=8V\8W

of 8V we have A*-«A*- (and the corresponding fact for f(K), f(V) and/(F) =

8f(V)\f(8W)), and this follows from the argument used to prove 3.9, which we

briefly recapitulate (omitting the passage from continuous to discontinuous

boundary values, as given in 3.9).

If F is a compact subset of F and AJF=0, setting

/ = 0 on F,

= XZF on V\E,

we have/G C(8V), and the harmonic function w ->- XwF—f(w) on Vo (where/is

the continuous harmonic extension of/to V) has boundary values =Xf on F,

(20) This condition and (b) below are chosen to insure that R(g(dK)) = C(g(dK)) for any

g e &; any other conditions insuring this would do as well.
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and =0 on 8V\E, and so coincides with w-> Aj£(F), which vanishes on F° since

A$F=0. Thus XwF=f(w) on Vo, and since/-»■ 0 as we approach Fin Vo, hence in

K°, while A^F-^ 0 as we approach dK° in K° away from F, we see the harmonic

function w-> A^F vanishes on K°, so that A£F=0 as desired. Similarly X*m«X*iV)

on 8f(V)\f(dW).
Now let /* denote the map of measures on 8K into measures on f(K) dual to

the map g->g°f of C(f(K)) into C(8K). Then since A is inverse closed, for any

rational function g without poles in f(K) we have g °fe A (if p is a polynomial

without zeroes on f(K), p °fe A does not vanish on K, so l/(p °f) — (l/p) °fe A).

So gofeA for geR(f(K)), and thus g^-f*p(g)=p(g°f) is multiplicative on

R(f(K)). Moreover/*/x, which has/(z) in its closed support, is not a point mass

unless it represents f(z), and then p would necessarily be 8Z since / is a homeo-

morphism on Fand V=f~1f(V).

Thus, swept to 8f(K), f*p yields a non-point-mass multiplicative measure on

R(f(K)) which is ^ (f*p)nv) =f*(pv) since the support of /xv, which lies in V n 8K,

maps into (/(AT). Since the swept measure must represent a point in f(K)° by (d),

(/W>«a*k>. again by (d). As noted A/*(R)«A*(V) on df(V)\f(dW), hence on

f(Kr\ W°) so that f*p«Xf(V) on f(K n W°), which implies /¿«A*, on ä: n IVo. But

A*-«A$ on K n IF0, as one sees by sweeping, so /¿jrnw°«A*. Since z is an arbitrary

point in the support of p, p«X*-.

In particular for the element 1 of B we see 7?=C4- IA = A has any (nondiscrete)

multiplicative measure p«X%, so p represents a point in SJl^ lying in the same

Gleason part as some z in K°. But MZ(A) — MZ(R(K)) since if v eWlz(A), v — Xz

e (Re A)x = (Re R(K))L implies v e MZ(R(K)). Thus for each part P for ^ we have

an element z of K in F with a strongly dominant representing measure A, equivalent

to A2 since harmonic measures are dominant for R(K) by hypothesis. Since (Re A)L

= (Re R(K)Y, 2.12 shows Ai = R(K)i, and thus in the decomposition of A1 and of

R(K)X, given by 2.8, A1 and R(K)L can only differ in the completely singular com-

ponents: so to see A=R(K) it suffices to show 5 = 0, where 5 is the set of completely

singular measures orthogonal to A. (The corresponding measures for R(K) are

included in 5.)

Now let B0 = {ge C(8K) : g_]_S}. B0 is a (closed) subalgebra of C(8K) since

ge B0, a e S imply g±fo for/e A, or gc_]_f; so go_\_A, and being singular, go- g 5.

Thus hga e S for he B0, and o(hg)=gho(l)=0, so Ag g 730, and B0 is an algebra.

Of course A is a subalgebra, and we shall next see each g e 1§ has its spectrum in B0

precisely g(8K).

The spectrum of g in A is contained in g(K) as we already know, since A is

inverse closed. So the spectrum of g in B0 lies in g(/Q. For t=g(z)eg(K), zeK,

t $g(8K), we have gx=g-t an invertible in C(8K) which lies in IS. By our earlier

argument we know each measure p which is multiplicative on B=C+gxA and not

a point-mass is «A^. Thus dominant measures exist for B.

Now let a g 5, so that o\_B, and, since |ct| and A$ are mutually singular, u is a
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completely singular orthogonal measure for B. For our zeK with g(z) = t we have

gx(z) = 0, so

(l/gx)o-o(l/gx)-Xz

is orthogonal to C+gxA = B; by 2.6, (l/gx)o, its singular component relative to

the dominant measure for z on B, is also orthogonal to B. Soo(l/gx) = (l/gx)o(l) = 0.

Since this holds for all a g 5 we have l/gx e B0, so that the spectrum of g e <& in

B0 is g(dK) as asserted. Hence n ° g e B0 for each n e R(g(dK)).

But g g ^ is analytic near K and 3Â^ has plane measure zero, so that g(dK) also

has plane measure zero, and R(g(dK)) = C(g(dK)) by the well-known result of

Hartogs and Rosenthal (which is contained in the familiar result of Bishop [B 2]),

and thus n o gB0 for each h e C(g(dK)), which in particular says g e B0. Since

the elements of <$ separate 8K, we have B0 = C(8K) by Stone-Weierstrass, and 5 = 0

as desired, completing our proof.
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